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Abstract
Most products that implement features for user interactions utilize buttons or switches for
the user to command to select actions to perform. Such designs are typically controlled with
direct motions, such as touch or voice and are seldom designed in consideration of those unable
to utilize direct control. In this project, we designed technology that reads naturally occuring
biosignals from the body, which then can be apply those signals with any interface. For our
specific application in this project, we decided to implement a keyboard. Instead of teaching the
fingers how to type on a mechanical keyboard, the body can designate an action with a more
native motion. We aim to take ‘body language’ to the next level. By making the human body the
centerpiece, and building the interconnects between people (reading and comprehending EMG
signals), we strive to create a more interconnected world. Using our custom implementation of
an analog to digital converter, the amplitude of EMG signals at carefully placed muscle probes
are collected and translated into a digital signal. The resulting signal values are sent to a remote
server where key characteristics are calculated. The backend of the system consists of a
mathematical model that continuously uses these calculated characteristics to re-parameterize
itself for recognition. After the signals are recognized, they are assigned an appropriate output at
the user’s request. This document includes the requirements, design, use cases, risk tables,
workflow and the architecture for the device we developed.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
1.1 Problem Statement
Through humanity’s understanding of energy and electricity, we were able to develop
technology to help us build previously unfathomable architecture, convenient devices, and long
distance communication. Deepening our knowledge of our body’s functions has given us insight
into the electrical processes that control actions from thinking to moving. By combining our
knowledge of technology and the human body, we hope to capture the electrical signals created
from muscles in the arm, and have a method for customized control of communication with
electrical devices.
There are few products out in the market for consumer use that takes advantage of
biofeedback processes and even fewer that attempts to utilize them in an intelligent fashion.
Taking advantage of biofeedback processes offer the advantage of real time data analysis and
consequently, a more accurate and quicker response. Our goal is to create a proof of concept of a
wearable device to map human motions through biometric means into a control system with a
reliable set of interpretable outputs.

1.2 Why The Human Keyboard
Our initial idea aimed to have a wide range of specific motions that the user could capture
and define. While thinking of possible uses, the one idea that came up consistently was the idea
of a keyboard. This is ultimately where our interests fell, and for good reason. The keyboard is a
device that requires numerous precise inputs, and provides a versatile interface in a wide variety
of applications. It is also something that many modern people interact with on a day-to-day basis.
This means that a large majority of people know how to use a keyboard without conscious
thought, thanks to years of indoctrination. This means that users would feel comfortable picking
up and using our theoretical device. Additionally, the movements required are very precise.
When thinking about what movements are needed to operate a keyboard, it is a very specific
combination of hand and finger movements. Thus, we speculated that with enough sensors, one
could distinguish between different letters being typed. Our system would take these different
signals and output the correct corresponding signal. For these reasons of accessibility and range
of motion, we decided upon a keyboard for our end product goal.
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1.3 Project Goal
The Human Keyboard aims to establish a proof-of-concept of retrieving and categorizing
EMG signals, and outputting a user-defined function. We initially aimed to have up to 7 distinct
arm, hand and wrist motions, but for our initial proof-of-concept, we settled upon categorizing
four motions.
Initial research into the accuracy of EMG motions gave us numbers ranging from mid
70% to high 80%.1 We aimed to reach an accuracy of around 80% if possible. Since we intended
to use our technology in a device, we would want our device to be accurate, so that users can use
the device easily and effectively.

Narayanaswami, P., Geisbush, T., Jones, L., Weiss, M., Mozaffar, T., Gronseth, G., & Rutkove, S. B.
(2016). Critically re-evaluating a common technique Accuracy, reliability, and confirmation bias of EMG.
Neurology, 86(3), 218-223.
1
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Chapter 2: Background Information
2.1: Different Biological Signals
The first step in biosignal acquisition is to determine which biosignal one would like to
capture. Typically the choice is between bioelectric or bioacoustic signals2, each of which have
their own benefits and drawbacks. We decided that electrical biosignals would provide us with
easy capture, yet still have enough information encoded within them. Electrical signals can be
captured via hardware such as electrodes, and can be done in vivo, in real time. Compared to
other biological analysis, such as flow cytometry or image analysis, electrical signals can be
displayed in real time, making them good candidates for a wearable device.
This narrowed the possible biosignals to a smaller number. We quickly ruled out ECG
(electrocardiography) signals, as the information possible from them is typically too limited to be
used outside of diagnostic purposes3. We then compared the two remaining primary electrical
biosignals: EEGs (electroencephalography) and EMGs. While there was a large amount of
information possible from EEGs, a full EEG cap requires both a lot of setup and time for the user
to use it effectively. Simple setups like those found in toys use a small number of electrodes,
usually one or two. Setups intended for clinical study or deeper control require a more substantial
amount of electrodes, ranging from 10 to 20 individual electrodes.4 On the societal aspect of an
EEG device, few people would want to go out wearing a non-discrete headband to control a
small portion of their daily lives, which is an important consideration for a device.
Comparatively, surface EMGs are much easier to capture, as all that is required is a clean
connection between skin surface and electrode. Additionally, many muscles are well-defined in
what motions they control, especially those in the arm.5 This makes analysis much easier, as we
can better associate movements to muscle groups. Finally, muscle movement is an active
thinking process, rather than passive. This means that if you want to move your arm, you have to
put in the effort to actually move it. This intentionality behind actions helps with clarity of
motion and output for this kind of device. These factors meant that our device would be easily
used by anyone who would want to pick it up and use it.

Hadjileontiadis, L. J. (2006). Biosignals and compression standards. In M-Health (pp. 277-292).
Springer, Boston, MA.
3
Blackburn, H., Keys, A., Simonson, E., Rautaharju, P., & Punsar, S. (1960). The electrocardiogram in
population studies: a classification system. Circulation, 21(6), 1160-1175.
4
Towle, Vernon L., et al. "The spatial location of EEG electrodes: locating the best-fitting sphere relative
to cortical anatomy." Electroencephalography and clinical neurophysiology 86.1 (1993): 1-6.
5
Rafiee, J., Rafiee, M. A., Yavari, F., & Schoen, M. P. (2011). Feature extraction of forearm EMG signals
for prosthetics. Expert Systems with Applications, 38(4), 4058-4067.
2
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2.2: Electromyography (EMG)
Electromyography is an electrodiagnostic medical method, which measures and records
electrical activity produced by skeletal muscles. EMG signals start in the brain, where the brain
tells the body to perform some action.6 This message is passed along through motor neurons via
an action potential, which is a depolarization of a neuron. A single motor neuron innervates
several hundred muscle fibers, which depolarize muscle fibers via acetylcholine. This causes
sodium ion (positively charged) channels to open up, allowing Na+ to flow into the cell, causing
an action potential and muscle contraction. The action potential in muscle fibers is what the
electromyogram records. These signals diffuse to the skin surface where the integrated result
from multiple fibers can be measured.

Figure 2.1: EMG Signal (Source: Georgia Highlands College)
6

Winter, D. A. (2009). Biomechanics and motor control of human movement. John Wiley & Sons.
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Figure 2.2: Action Potential (Source: Wikimedia from “Action Potential” Article)
For the best results from an EMG, electrode placement is crucial. As you can see in
Figure 2.3, a picture taken from the MyoWare™ Muscle Sensor (AT-04-001) datasheet,
electrodes must be placed in the middle of the muscle along the main fiber. Incorrect positioning
of the electrodes will result in a less than pristine EMG output. This can potentially mean that
incorrect placement would lead to suboptimal readings and output, which needs to be accounted
for in a device.
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Figure 2.3: Placement of EMG Electrodes (Source: MyoWare™ Muscle Sensor (AT-04-001)
datasheet)
In order to be able to analyze a user’s EMG signals accurately, we needed to first acquire
our own signals, and feed them into our machine learning system, which would interpret the
intent of the motion. To acquire this data, we ran two different test trials of two different arm
movements on Alex Mckee. Thus we captured a large number of signal cycles, so that we would
be able to apply a mathematical model to any new signals that were acquired.

2.3 Machine Learning (Support Vector Machines)
Machine learning is the concept of endowing computers with intelligence through an
automatic process to learn and improve without explicit programming. It is a subset of the field
of artificial intelligence. Machine learning has numerous applications and utilizes an arsenal of
statistical techniques discovered within the last century. For our purpose, the machine learning
model we are most interested is the Support Vector Machines (SVM) model. Simply said, the
SVM model is a mathematical model that finds the line (hyperplane) of partition between distinct
clusters. It achieves this by calculating a midpoint that maximizes its distance between points of
distinct clusters. In more formal terms, it is a discriminative classifier defined by a separating
hyperplane.
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Figure 2.4: Examples of SVM Models Taken From the Online Journal The Medium
Figure 2.4 above has two examples of a SVM model depicted in green. On the right is an SVM
model in its simplest form — a partitioning line that serves as the boundary between two distinct
groups. On the left, we have a more robust and sophisticated SVM model which demonstrates
that an SVM model can take on many shapes beyond just 2D or 3D lines.
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Chapter 3: Project Overview
3.1 Project Requirements
The requirements for the Human Keyboard are broken down into functional and non-functional.
Functional requirements are quantifiable attributes of our system that makes it useful. The
functional requirements are as follows:
●
Have at least an 80% accuracy for positive movements.
○
We want our device to be accurate so it is effective and not frustrating to use. We
chose 80% accuracy, because it seemed like a reasonable accuracy to achieve via
EMG signals. If an error occurs, arm movements can be inaccurately outputted.
●
Be less than 3 pounds.
○
If our device is too heavy, it will be uncomfortable as a wearable.
●
Be able to register the same keystroke between two different people.
○
We want 100% of the population to be able to use our device, so it must be able to
register EMG signals from every person.
●
Have 10+ different states or gestures.
○
While we were doing research, we found out that other related products to our
device had a maximum of 5 different gestures. We wanted to improve upon this
number in our design.
●
Be non-invasive.
○
We do not want our device to be invasive into a human being. It is not attractive
for a wearable and has many its own problems associated with it.
Nonfunctional requirements are qualities that define the manner in which the functional
requirements need to be achieved. The nonfunctional requirements are as follows:
●
Use EMGs to accurately monitor muscle movement.
○
We decided to use EMGs over other biosignals as we mentioned in section 2.
●
Wearable.
○
Ideally, we want people to be able to use our device constantly, throughout the
day, so it should be wearable for convenience.
●
General ease of use.
○
If our device is hard to use, then people won’t want to use it. We also want
everyone to be able to use it, so it must be easy to use.
●
Simple calibration.
●
Affordable.
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3.2 Related Products
Myoband
Myoband is a gesture recognition device developed and manufactured by Thalmic Labs,
currently priced at $200. It uses 8 medical grade stainless steel EMG sensors, a highly sensitive
nine-axis IMU containing three-axis gyroscope, a three-axis accelerometer, and a three-axis
magnetometer. It connects to a phone or laptop via bluetooth, and has a rechargeable lithium ion
battery. Currently, the Myoband can recognize around 5 gestures, which actions can be
programmed by the user. The application of the Myoband is limited, due to the small amount of
gestures that can be programmed, and the lack of compatible software. In online reviews,
Myoband has been shown to be inaccurate in its prediction.

Figure 3.1: Myoband (Myo Gesture Control Armband)

Ring Zero
Ring Zero is a wearable technology with gesture control manufactured by Logbar Inc. It
is currently priced at $150. It uses a micro vibrator, a 6-axis acceleration angular speed motion
sensor, and a touch sensor. It has EEPROM memory and a built-in wireless device firmware
update system. Ring Zero has a 3.7V lithium polymer rechargeable battery, and has an advertised
continuous usage time of one to three days. It uses bluetooth to connect to a smartphone or
tablet, and has a transmission range of about 5 meters. Many online reviews state that Ring Zero
is very inaccurate. This is due to the fact that gyroscopes can only achieve so much on their own,
and are very fragile in nature.
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Figure 3.2: Ring Zero (Ring Zero)
Single Cue
Single Cue uses a camera to do gesture tracking, allowing you to control your TV without
having to use a remote. It was developed by eyeSight Technologies Ltd., and sells for $139.
There are six different gestures that perform six different actions.
● Unlock gesture control by clicking your finger in the air
● Navigate and Select by moving your finger and clicking
● Mute by lifting your fingers up to your lips
● Palm Click by lifting your hand and closing your palm to play/pause content
● Wave Hi and Bye to turn on and off your device
● Volume control by holding your finger in a pinching motion and either dragging it right
or left

Figure 3.3: Single Cue (Meet Singlecue)

3.3 Proposed Implementation Alternatives
To achieve the project goals, other inputs not based on bioelectric signals were
considered. The following implementation alternatives that we strongly considered and reasons
why we did not decided to pursue are touched upon in section 3.3.
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Camera
Computer vision has many libraries that can be used to figure out what the hand is typing.
The problem with a camera is lighting. When the room is too dark or when something is
blocking the path of the camera to someone’s fingers, the camera will not be able to work. The
camera constrains the usability of the human keyboard to certain environments with enough
lighting. This requirement is not user friendly so we decided to turn away from this alternative.
Gloves
Using a glove with sensors attached to the tips was another alternative we considered.
The problem with a glove was suitability of the material we would have to choose for long term
use. After 5 mins of typing with a regular glove, it got too hot and humid for use. Although a
lightweight and breathable material could be used, this might be a viable option but it would
require expertise beyond the skills of the team members. We decided to turn to EMGs instead.
Integrating Off the Shelf Product
After deciding on the use of EMGs, we first wanted to find off the shelf products that
could produce quick results and validate our preliminary test. After the preliminary tests
validated the use of EMGs for hand and finger movements, we started to think about scaling up
our project based on the number of probes we needed. After some consideration, we decided to
create our own circuit board to house our microcontroller because scaling would be less costly
after the initial investment of R&D of schematic and layout. Off the shelf products had much
more restrictions on placements of electrodes so by creating our own, we increased flexibility at
the expense of free time.
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3.4 System Architecture

Figure 3.4: Architecture Diagram
The above figure depicts a high level data-flow of the architecture of the system. After
raw EMG data is extracted and filtered down through circuitry, the information is conveyed to a
remote server using bluetooth technology. In this case, we are using bluetooth low energy, or
BLE, for proper power conservation at the most efficient reception rate. The bulk of our
processing is performed at the remote server. A preprocessing known as “feature extraction” is
done to take the key characteristics of the raw EMG data to be fed to our machine learning
model. The features that we expect to extract are known and were experimentally tested during
our final phase of our project.
On a graphical interface, the user is presented with a choice: they can choose to
contribute their data to a database and help train our model to recognize their EMG signals or
they can utilize the model to recognize the EMG signal and have it map to an appropriate output.
This output can take the form of a key being pressed or more extensively, a light being toggled.
At the time of completion for this project, the output for our system has not been implemented.
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3.5 Hardware System Overview

Figure 3.5: Hardware Functional Block Diagram
Figure 3.5 shows the hardware functional block diagram implemented in the project. The
S1, S2...S4 are the EMG electrodes that take EMG signals from the arm and transmit through
some type of wire to the Analog Filtering section. The Analog input boosts the incoming signal
by 300x and filters out frequencies above and below EMG range, which will be explained in
Section 5.1 Analog Filtering Design. The filtered signal then passes to a microcontroller with
onboard ADC to discretize the continuous signal into samples. The Digital filter processes the
samples coming in the further sharpen the filter cutoffs developed in the Analog section so a
cleaner EMG signal appears. Section 5.2 Digital Filtering Design goes more in depth of the
Butterworth filter chosen. The digital signal is then passed to a buffer for bluetooth transfer to a
nearby computer for Machine learning analysis.
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3.6 Digital System Overview
The figure below is an block diagram overview of our digital filtering implementation.
Each step in this section will be touched upon in Section 5.3.

Figure 3.6: Block Diagram of Digital Filtering
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Chapter 4: Initial Design Process and Results
In order to accomplish the project within a reasonable amount of time, the development
of our hardware and software were split into two concurrent timelines. To substitute for the ADC
filter yet to be built, BioRadios™ made by Great Lake Neuro Technologies were used to extract
EMG data for analysis and comparison. The EMG data were exported to a spreadsheet and
labeled with the movements performed during extraction. An example is depicted below.

Figure 4.1: EMG Data

4.1 Myoware
The first iteration of the hardware was to test whether or not EMGs were a viable option.
The Myoware (Figure 4.3) was bought and tested with an Arduino Uno microcontroller. In
Figure 4.2, the Arduino was connected with an external ADC and compared with the Arduino’s
onboard ADC (Figure 4.4). The results were fairly similar and therefore did not require an
external ADC.

Figure 4.2: Arduino and MyoWare Connection
21

Figure 4.3: MyoWare

Figure 4.4: EMG Data from MyoWare
The above figure is a capture of EMG signals from one of our test sessions when we
attempt to filter out EMG signals received by the Myoware sensor. As we can see, there is an
abundant amount of noise along the peaks of the signal wave. This is due in part to our attempt to
use extract raw signals without any digital filters for anti-aliasing and frequency removal. The
results from Figure 4.4, when testing in real time, showed a 1-2 second delay from when the
muscle was flexed and when the graph showed the result. This delay in the pipeline indicated a
need for faster sampling or a faster communication channel than Serial to USB. After some
deliberation, the group decided to build their own EMG sensor as at a price point of $40 per
Myoware and a need for 4 per arm was too expensive.

4.2 Initial Machine Learning Results

Figure 4.5: EMG Probes
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On the machine learning side, the investigation began with three EMG probes placed at
specific large surface muscles. The three large surface muscles were: brachioradialis, extensor
digitorum, and extensor carpi radialis. These served as the base case for our testing. Through
these three large surface muscles, the SVM model reported back an accuracy of 71.92% between
two movements, which were wrist up and down movement and arm flex. This was simply using
the instantaneous amplitude of the EMG signals(in mV) and feeding the amplitude as “features”
for our SVM model.

Figure 4.6: Main Arm Muscles (A Guide to the Muscles of the Arm)
However, the result from this initial investigation assumed that a single amplitude
reflected a entire movement. This was an incorrect assumption as EMG data is constantly being
collected during the duration of a movement and as such, all data points collected during
extraction had to be taken into account to determine one muscle movement. This forced us to
rethink our understanding of machine learning and ultimately leading us to our final results.

4.3 Changing Microcontroller
When the initial results were run on the myoware and arduino uno, the sampling rate on
the arduino uno seemed slow because the real time graph of a muscle flex would happen 1-2
seconds after the muscle was flexed. The time delay could have been from the Serial to USb
output. The ADC was tested and the time between each ADC read was around 20 ms or 50 Hz.
The ATXMEGAA3BU-XPLD DEV Board (Figure 4.7) was selected because it had 16 ADC
channels and 12 bit ADC at 2 Million samples per second. It would be able to sample at the rate
needed for 2000 Hz. The number of electrodes and sampling rate were not set in stone at the time
of buying the dev board. Over winter break, Microchip shut down Atmel’s website and fully
integrated Atmel into the Microchip website. Atmel was bought by Microchip recently. Sadly,
23

the documentation was not transferred over correctly. An Atmel ICE was bought to program the
DEV board but it accidentally wiped the bootloader that was used to communicate to the
computer through serial to USB communication. After dealing with many broken links and an
almost non existent community of users, the team decided to switch to the Arduino MKRZero
(Figure 4.8). This Arduino has 7 ADC channels and 12 bit ADC at 350 kilo samples per second.
The MKRZero also came with a battery jack so power electronics would not have to be
implemented on the board design. Most of the team members had experience programming with
Arduino and the interface was more user friendly. The Arduino community provided great help
in setting up the ADC to run at 500 kHz with a resolution of 8 bits instead of 12.

Figure 4.7: ATXMEGAA3BU-XPLD(XMEGA) Figure 4.8: Arduino MKRZero (Arduino)
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Chapter 5: Final Project Design

Figure 5.1: High Level Functional Block Diagram
The overall project (Figure 5.1) was divided into two main sections: Hardware and
Software. These two main sections were connected together through bluetooth. The reason
behind bluetooth was to create an electrical separation between AC power and the EMG sensors
so there was less electromagnetic interference by drawing power from a battery source instead.
Also, bluetooth allowed the user to freely move around a few feet within the bluetooth receiver
range while utilizing the computing power of a designated computer. The hardware pipeline was
developed to pass 4 filtered EMG signals from the forearm to the bluetooth module and finally to
the laptop.
Each EMG sensor consists of 3 EMG electrodes, connected to EMG wires and finally
connected to a 3.5 mm headphone jack for ease of use. The unfiltered EMG signal was sent
through an analog filtering circuit and right leg driver to only keep frequencies within the EMG
frequency of 10-500 Hz as seen in Figure 5.2 and provide active noise canceling filtering back
into the body the same way noise canceling headphones work. Noise canceling headphones take
the ambient sounds, invert it and send it back out into the environment to cancel out those
sinusoidal frequencies through superposition. What was important with the Analog circuit was to
make sure that the filtered EMG frequencies 10-500 Hz were at least half of the sampling
frequency 2 kHz to prevent aliasing. The analog filtered EMG signal was then passed through an
analog to digital converter that would convert the analog signal into a discretized value every 0.5
ms (aka 2kHz). The quantization resolution was 0.805mV. A digital butterworth filter was
applied to the digital signal to further reduce the noise outside of analog EMG frequencies. The
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digitally filtered EMG signal was downsampled by 2 and then sent to the Bluetooth module for
transmission.
On the software side, not much has changed from our original description in Figure 3.4.
Once the bluetooth module has transmit the EMG data to a remote server, a machine learning
recognition algorithm is used in a two step process to learn and recognize various motions
generated by the users. The key condition to having a high accuracy for our machine learning
algorithm was to determine what sort of features, or characteristics, we want to take from our
EMG signals. After performing repeating a series of experiments, we narrowed it down to 15
features that resulted in a high accuracy for our machine learning algorithm. The final part of
Figure 5.1 depicts the result of our machine learning recognition algorithm outputting to an
“Action Output.” This action output is ultimately dependent on what the user deems is an
appropriate output.

5.1 Analog Filtering Design
Analog Input Filter Parameters
● EMG frequencies range from 10 Hz - 500 Hz: Therefore, frequencies below 10 Hz and
above 500 Hz are not desired when finding the EMG signal and therefore should be
filtered out. In Figure 3.1, the EMG Frequency Range chosen for this Analog filter was
set to 20 Hz- 250 Hz because the signal was boosted by 300x. The tighter bandwidth
prevents stray frequencies close to the edges from influence the EMG signal.
● EMG amplitudes range from 50 µV - 10 mV -> 15 mV - 3V: EMG signals had to be
boosted by 300x the signal coming from the electrode in order for the Arduino’s 0-3.3V
Analog to Digital Converter, with 12 bit precision, to parse the signal. The quantization
3.3
resolution on the ADC is 4096
= 0.805 mV, which is below the minimum boosted EMG
amplitude.
● EMI filtering of 60 Hz power line: The AC power line provides power at 60HZ and can
influence the signal acquired by the electrodes. The Human body acts as antenna and
captures that 60Hz noise and sends it into the Analog circuit.
● No notch filter at 60 Hz: A simple notch filter could not be used to filter out the 60Hz
noise because some of the most valuable EMG data occurs at 60Hz. Instead of destroying
valuable data, a technique from noise canceling headphones was implemented to cancel
out 60Hz noise.
● Anti Aliasing: Because the ADC was set to sample at 2000 Hz as seen below in the
Analog to Digital Parameters, an Anti-Aliasing was used to make sure that the EMG was
below the Nyquist frequency.
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Figure 5.2: EMG frequencies
Analog Filtering Implementation

Figure 5.3: Analog Filtering Schematic
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Figure 5.4: Analog Bode Plot
Figure 5.3 shows the Analog Filtering Schematic for the EMG Electrodes. The job of
this analog filter is to boost the signal by a gain of 300x and only let frequencies between 20 250 Hz pass to the Analog to Digital converter, located on the Arduino microcontroller. On the
Single Supply Rail section, the voltage is split in half a voltage divider of two 1 MΩ resistors.
Vgnd is the new virtual ground and the Vs+ and Vs- are used to power the instrumentation and
operational amplifier.
The initial low pass filter was used to reduce the gain of the incoming frequencies above
500 Hz. According to Kitchin, the initial filtering must supply a return path to ground, Vgnd, in
order the the capacitors not to saturate over time (Kitchin 5-2). In many lab tests, not having a
return path to ground may work, but over extended periods of testing, the capacitors stops
working when fully saturated. The Transfer characteristic is “1/(2πR(2Cd + Cc+Cg)” (AD8236
17) for the initial passive low pass filter. Cd is the capacitor between the two incoming wires and
must be 10x larger than Cc. There are two Cc that connect to Vgnd. Cg was the parasitic
capacitance built into the INAMP at 3.1pF. RG_1 and RG_2 are the two 1.5KΩ resistors that
were center tapped for common mode rejection of the right leg driver. The equivalent resistance
of 3KΩ gives the Instrumentation amplifier a gain of 100x.
Because the power supply should stay stable for optimal performance, “bypass capacitors
must be used to decouple the amplifier”(AD8236 15). Therefore a 0.1uF cap was placed on each
supply pin of the amplifiers and a 10uF capacitor was shared between the entire supply line.
As seen in Figure 5.5, the High pass filter was tied into the AREF pin of the
Instrumentation Amplifier (AD8236 18) to reject dc voltage and offsets. When the output
frequencies were low, the impedance of the capacitors goes high. Therefore the gain of the
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integrator is high and causes the reference point to go high. At low frequencies, the High pass
filter causes the instrumentation amplifier to output very little. According to the datasheet,
“source impedance to the REF terminal should be kept low because parasitic resistance can
adversely affect CMRR and gain accuracy” (AD8236 16). On the overall Analog Filtering
Schematic, Figure 5.3, the high pass is implemented at the same location as Figure 5.5 with a
cut off frequency of 40Hz. The reasoning for the 40 Hz is so the Bode Plot (Figure 5.4) has
about the same magnitude at 20Hz and 250Hz. The Bode Plot output of the was plotted in
Figure 5.4 as V(voutimp).

Figure 5.5: High Pass filter at AREF (AD8236 18)
The following low pass active filter followed the format of the single pole low pass filter
seen in Figure 5.6. Therefore the components selected in the Figure 5.3 show a gain of 3x and a
cut off frequency of 200Hz. The total gain of becomes 300x when combining the 100x from the
instrumentation amplifier and the 3x from the operational amplifier. The output is seen at
V(vout2) on the bode plot of Figure 5.4.
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Figure 5.6: Single Pole Filter Reference (Andy aka)
After the active low pass filter, an anti aliasing filter is put in front to deal with any non
idealities or stray high frequencies left. The final Bode plot signal seen in green, V(vfinal) shows
the bode plot crossing the 0db point at around 1 kHz and thereby following Nyquist’s sampling
frequency.
During the fact finding stage, Winter’s Journal on the concept of right leg driver circuits
proved informative on what they actually did, which was “to reduce common mode voltage”
(Winter 62) on “biopotential differential amplifiers” (Winter 62). The 3kΩ at the RR section of
the Instrumentation amplifier was split in half so the Vcommon mode could be used for the Right Leg
Driver circuit above. The Common mode signal needed to be buffered to “prevent loading on
that gain resistor center tap”(Arango 6). According to Arango, “Ideally, the passband of the RLD
circuit would include 60Hz to reject the main source of common mode noise” (Arango 8).
Therefore, the RLD design buffered the common mode voltage, ran it through an inverting
amplifier that inverted the signal, boosted the signal by 100x with a low pass cut off frequency of
72.4 Hz, and pumped that signal back into the body through the 3rd electrode to cancel out the
60Hz AC line within the body. The Right Leg Driver’s job was to actively cancel the ambient
noise by inverting the noise using superposition, like noise canceling headphones. According to
the Texas Instrument Application Note, “if a 3-V power supply is used, a 60-kΩ resistor can
limit the single fault current to safe current” (Acharya 5). Rp and Rp2 are 60 kΩ worth of
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resistance to reduce the current to below 1uA. Cp was used to offset the low pass filtering of non
ideal electrode wires. The V(rld) was the 3rd electrode used to noise cancel the 60 Hz noise.
A Friend circuit could have been used to make sharper cutoffs but would have required
more opamp to do bandpass filtering. Another trade off was that Friend circuits needed more
tweaking than cascading low pass and high pass filters. Because digital signal processing was
used further down the pipeline, there was no reason to invest more time in analog filters when
digital filters could be changed with a few lines of code.

5.2 Fabrication of Analog Circuit
The LTspice Schematic (Figure 5.3) was tested with the Analog Devices’ breakout
boards and components stuck on a breadboard (Figure 5.7). Low to high frequencies were tested
with a function generator and an oscilloscope to see that the analog bandpass filter worked. After
the breadboard and oscilloscope results were validated with the Bode plot from Figure 5.4, an
eagle CAD schematic (Figure 5.8) and a layout Figure 5.9) were created to develop a compact
circuit board. The Arduino MKR Zero footprint was created by taking the open sourced eagle
CAD file from the arduino website and using a script to recreate the library for the eagle
schematic. The 3.5mm headphone jack was created by drilling holes next to each other to create
a slot, because eagle does not have a slot function, and disregarding the dimensioning errors
pertaining to the holes. The Othermill in the SCU Maker Lab did not have a drill bit small
enough for milling IC footprints so one of the team members drove to Berkeley to pick up the
tool from Bantam Tools. Using the 0.005” PCB drill bit and different sized milling bits, the
Eagle Layout was transported onto the PCB board on Figure 5.11. The Board was also tinned
with a tinning solution(Figure 5.10), adding a layer of tin on top of the copper to prevent the
copper from oxidizing. The tinning was done in the BIOE lab under a fume hood. The Voltera
was used to lay solder paste in SMD footprints for IC and other components (Figure 5.12). The
FR1 board was heated to around 240°C to reflow the solder paste and electrically connect the
components to the PCB. Finally all the other components were soldered onto the board. The
through-hole components were soldered with a soldering iron. The vias were not electrically
connected and therefore had to be sewn with copper wire, soldered on both sides and excess wire
snipped. Certain traces were too thin and broke under stress or the milling process, so thin copper
wire had to be soldered in place to bridge the gap while avoiding short circuits. The 3.5 mm head
jack was connected with the 3 electrode wire and the MKR Zero was placed on the 14 pin
headers (Figure 5.13 and 5.14).
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Figure 5.8: Eagle Schematic

Figure 5.7: Analog Breadboard Test

Figure 5.9: Eagle Layout

Figure 5.10: Tinning Solution in fume hood

Figure 5.11: OtherMill PCB and Tinning

Figure 5.12: Voltera Reflow
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Figure 5.14: Finished board front side

Figure 5.13: Finished board back side

5.3 Digital Filtering Design
Analog to Digital Parameters
● Sample signals at 2000 Hz
● Use DMA buffer for efficient processing and transfer of signal
● Acquire four EMG signals simultaneously
Digital Filtering and Transfer Parameters
● Filter out signals less than 15 Hz and greater than 260 Hz
○ Butterworth filter
● Downsample Signal by 2
● Rectify
● Transfer data via bluetooth
Analog to Digital and Digital Filtering Implementation
Once we properly filtered out EMG signal with our analog components, we had to
convert that signal into a useable digital signal. To do this, we used the Arduino MKR Zero’s
analog to digital converters (ADCs). The Arduino MKR Zero had seven available ADCs, which
was great for us because we only needed four. Since EMG signals range from 10 Hz - 500 Hz,
we decided to sample our signal at 2000 Hz, which is approximately an oversampling of 4.
According to the Nyquist Theorem, the lowest possible frequency to sample a signal to prevent
aliasing is twice the highest frequency. Aliasing is an effect where signals become
indistinguishable from each other when sampled. So to have anti-aliasing, we need to sample our
signal according to the Nyquist frequency, which is 1000 Hz. The reason why we decided to
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sample our signal at twice the Nyquist frequency was because it allowed us to have a larger
degree of freedom to manipulate the signal once it was in the digital domain. This is due to the
fact that the higher sampling rate used, the more data that is ultimately achieved. To map our
digital signal to bits, we used 10 bits of resolution because we wanted a good resolution to map
our signal to, but we also did not want our processing to take too long.
We also wanted our signals to be processed while data was being gathered. To achieve
this we used the DMA buffer on the Arduino MKR Zero. One block of data would gather data
while the other block would be processed, and then the processes would be flipped.
We decided to use a Butterworth filter for our digital filter. The butterworth filter has a
very flat passband, which allows a good passing of the frequencies that are desired. It is also
faster that other filters that we considered, such as the Parks Mcclellan filter. We designed our
butterworth filter from 15 Hz to 260 Hz, as seen below in Figure 5.15. This initial design was
done in MATLAB, for its ease of use. We used data that we acquired from the arm using the
BioRadio, which was made by Great Lake Neuro Technologies, and transferred that data in CSV
format into MATLAB. In Figure 5.16, we see that the butterworth filter properly filters out
frequencies outside of the filter design.

Figure 5.15: Butterworth Filter Design

Figure 5.16: Butterworth Frequency Domain

After we acquired our filter design from Matlab, we had to transfer our Matlab code into
Arduino code, which is in the language C. This code is in shown in the appendix under Arduino
code, and specifically in the “static void filterloop()” function. The resulting frequency plot of
the Arduino code, which was tested in Matlab, is shown in Figure 5.17.
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Lastly, we downsampled and rectified our signal. We downsampled our signal because
we already had enough data points, since we oversampled by 4. Downsampling our signals
allows us to send less data, which speeds up transfer and processing time. We also rectified our
signal because we were told by our friends in the BIOE and COEN department that rectified
signals are much easier to work with.

Figure 5.17: Butterworth Frequency Domain using Arduino Code

5.4 User Interface
In Figure 5.18 below is a use case diagram of the user interface that would accompany
the system which demonstrates an example of operation.

Figure 5.18: Use Case Diagram
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Figure 5.19: Main Page
The user interface of the Human Keyboard system is kept minimalistic to prevent clutter
and minimize the processing power needed to run our Support Vector Machine algorithm for
recognition. For this system, a General User Interface was created using Python Tkinter. Figure
5.19 shows the primary landing page that the user first encounters when interacting with the user
interface. As there are only two modes of operation that the system can do, there are only two
buttons the user can press when they are shown the landing page.

Figure 5.20: Sub Pages
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In accordance with our activity diagram, the user is able to make the choice to contribute
their data to our machine learning model in which case they’ll be taken to another page where
they can input the label for their movement. The user is also able to make the choice to have the
system recognize their movements and display the result back to them. Figure 5.20 above
depicts both pages with the former being on the left and the latter on the right. At the time of
completion for this project, as the bluetooth intercommunication has not yet been implemented,
Figure 5.20 merely shows what the user will encounter for a fully operational system.

5.5 Machine Learning Improvements
Final Machine Learning Results
In order to aggregate all the EMG data points extracted during a movement, we took the
root mean square (RMS) value of all data points present in one cycle of movement. Cycle here
denotes the atypical sinusoidal wave generated by EMG data. Because the amplitude is in the
units of millivolts, the RMS value is the Voltage RMS value of the sinusoidal wave. This is the
direct current (DC) equivalent of the sinusoidal wave. As such, we began again with our base
case of 3 EMG probes and recreated 45 cycles of two different movements to create a dataset
comprised of a total of 90 data points. Of the 90 data points, we used 90% of the total data points
for training our SVM model and the remaining 10% for training. Every time we trained it, we
shuffle the dataset base on a Gaussian distribution. Using each individual RMS value from the
three probes as features and and feeding it to our SVM model reported back an accuracy of 33%.

Figure 5.21: 3D Visualization of VRMS values
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Often times in using machine learning for cluster analysis, it is best to visualize the data.
In Figure 5.21, we have a 3D visualization of the 90 data points we accumulated. Each of the
axes of the 3D space represents the VRMS value from one of the three EMG probes we used to
extract data. The two movements that were performed during extraction are denoted in blue and
red. The two movements were a wrist-up motion and bicep-curl motion. As we can see, there are
two distinct groups within the 3D space that are very apart and very distinct from one another.
Furthermore, they all seem to lie upon a single line. Visually inspecting the data within the 3D
space tells us a number of things. The first thing we can realize from the model is that there is a
correlation among data points of a particular movement such that they remain within relative
closeness to one another. And the second thing we can realize from the model is that these data
points lies upon a recognizable geometric plane.
In order to improve the accuracy of our machine learning model, we utilize the results of
our inspection to take advantage of key properties present in our 3D visual. Because all data
points seem to lie upon a line, one approach is to shift the axes to project along the line which is
a technique known as Principal Component Analysis. This would reduce redundant features that
only serve as noise to our machine learning model. However, as there are almost infinite
combinations of EMG data, we want to retain this redundancy to identify similar yet different
movements. So instead of removing noise from our data, we improve the redundancy in space by
increasing the dimensionalities. This is achieved by increasing the number of features we have.

Figure 5.22: Other features/characteristics of a waveform
In order to increase the number of features we have, we began calculating other physical
characteristics of the EMG cycle of a motion. Some of these characteristics are depicted in the
figure above. The features were chosen for their optimality with processing speed and ease for
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implementation. The Mean Absolute Value is one of the features we have chosen to analyze. Its’
formula is given by the equation:
X =

1
N

N

∑ |xk |, f or i = 1...N

k=1

Another feature we chose to extract was the waveform length. The waveform length is
defined as the cumulative waveform length of the waveform over the time segment. This is given
by the equation:
N

lo = ∑ |Δxk |, where Δxk = xk − xk−1
k=1

We also chose to look at the waveform as an amplitude modulated Gaussian noise and
took the variance of the dataset as well. The variance is given by the equation:
σ2 =

1
N −1

N

∑ x(k)2
k=1

And finally, we chose to take the total energy/power of the signal and also utilize it as a
feature. The equation for energy is given as:
N

P = ∑ |x[k]|2
k=0

For creating the initial feature set, we left out the original VRMS value we calculated and
used only the new features we extracted to create a more feature rich dataset. As there are three
probes and four calculations per probe, we created data points comprised of 12 features. Using
these features to train our SVM model with our original dataset reported back to us an accuracy
of 44%.
While 44% seems like a low accuracy, it also offers more insight into our model. The
increase in accuracy from 33% to 44% indicates that adding further features for evaluation does
indeed improve our model. The only other factor impeding a higher accuracy must then be the
number of data points. In the world of machine learning, 90 data points is not a lot of data. As
such, we resolved to double our data.
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Table 5.1: Number of Data Points vs Accuracy
Number of data points (approximates)

Accuracy Range of SVM Model

90

44%

180

67% - 77%

218

77% - 88%

540

88% - 95%

725

88% - 95%

Table 5.1 shows the improvement of the accuracy of our SVM model as we double the
amount of data. Doubling our dataset from 90 data points to 180 data points essentially doubled
our accuracy percentage. When we approximately double the size of the dataset again, we see
that our accuracy increases its range by about 10%. When we repeat this action again, we see
that our accuracy increases by another 10%. And when we increase the number of dataset by
another 185 data points, our accuracy remains at 88% - 95% albeit with more stability. An
accuracy of 88% is considered the “expected good” when using machine learning on EMG
signals due to their minute amplitude and tendency for noise. An accuracy of 95% is considered
the ceiling of achievable accuracy using solely EMG signals.
The final row of Table 5.1 also includes data for a third motion that is different from the
previous two we mentioned. For the final row, we introduced a wrist down motion. This was to
prove that we can achieve multiclass classification.
Also applicable to the final row as well was that we also included the VRMS calculation
to our existing features to create a featureset of 15. We used this to train our SVM model and
saw our accuracy swing stabilizing to 91%. Due to the fact that we were able to break through
our functional requirement of at least 80%, we were ultimately satisfied with the result.
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Chapter 6: Risk Analysis
6.1 Risk Table Analysis
Table 6.1: Risk Table Analysis
Risk

Consequences

Probability

Severity

Impact

Mitigation Strategies

Software/hardware
platforms are difficult
to link together

Development
blocked

0.5

9

4.5

Early Prototyping for
early detection, and
thorough research.

Complexity of
Calibration

User time

0.9

3

4.0

Create quick and
simple calibration

Contact Resistance
from Electrodes
corrupts signal

Poor Signal Data

0.5

9

4.0

Proper procedure
(alcohol wipes,
minimal hair), and
good electrodes with
jelly. Low current in
instrumentation
amplifier

Good signals rely on
placement of
electrodes

Poor Signal Data

0.3

9

4.0

Knowledge of human
arm physiology and
recognition of
good/bad signals

Atmel Documentation

No data

0.6

7

3.5

Use outside sources

Low content accuracy

System become less
accurate

0.4

8

3.2

Make better use of
user reaction to train
better dataset

User’s EMG data
compromised

Malicious people
can access people’s
bio data

0.1

7

0.7

Implement
authentication to
improve security

The above table is a risk table used for risk analysis. The risk table is organized in such a
way that the risk with the highest impact is at the top of the list. As such, the highest item on the
table is the risk that we prioritized as a team before tackling the other risks under. Being able to
link together the software and hardware is the most difficult part due to the nature of the signals
we’re trying to analyze: biosignals. As the human body has numerous amount of nerves, this
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exponentially increase the amount of variant in data we can accumulate. To be able to transfer
such large amount of data using simple microcontrollers was difficult.
A lack of proper supporting documentation also served as major obstacle to our project.
Our intention to use the XMEGA series of microcontrollers was deterred by the fact that without
proper documentation, it was near impossible to properly program and utilize the powerful
resources exhibited by the XMEGA MCU. We ultimately mitigated the problem by switching to
the ATMEL/Arduino platform as its simplicity and numerous support forum offered help in
ways that we would not have attained by ourselves.
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Chapter 7: Components List
7.1: Design Tools and Software
Design Tools
Bantam Tools/ OtherMill: The OtherMill used the Eagle file to mill out the PCB traces
on a double sided FR1 board for the analog circuit board shield.
Eagle CAD: This software was used to produce the schematic and layout of the circuit
board.
Matlab: As electrical engineers, one of the first language we learn is Matlab. Matlab is
yet another popular language used for machine learning. Because Matlab is a proprietary
language, there is less supporting packages developed out there but it is a easy to use language
for fast prototyping and visualizing datasets. Matlab was used to design digital Butterworth filter
that were later turned into C code for implementation into the Arduino.
Voltera: This device used a specialized CAM file exported from Eagle. The CAM file
was the blueprint for the machine to lay solder paste for the ICs and other surface mountable
devices. It would heat up the board so that the solder paste would reflow and create electric
circuits.
Software
Arduino IDE: To test software and hardware integration during the schematic phase.
Arduino became the de facto hardware used as well because of its form factor, ease of use, and
community help.
SciPy Kit: SciPy is a popular Python library that contains numerous machine learning
algorithm. In particular within the ‘sklearn’ package is the SVM algorithm we need in order to
analyze our biosignal dataset.
Python: Our choice of language was Python as SciPy is specifically designed to be used
with Python. It is an easy to use language and has numerous forum support. One can also create
the graphic user interface using Tkinter, which is written in Python.
MySQL: For our purpose, we need a simple database to hold all of our data when we
perform SVM analysis. A MySQL database is a pretty standard tool use for web development
and has numerous support. While the syntax is not exactly user friendly, its numerous support
counter out its unfriendliness.
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7.2: Parts
Laptop (2-in-1 Dell laptop with touchscreen interface): We bought a 2-in-1 laptop an
all-in-one computing power and demonstration interface. It currently has 4GB of RAM, 1TB of
hard drive space, and an i3-7100U processor.
Microcontroller (2 Xmega Dev Boards, 3 Arduino Zeros, and 2 Arduino MKRZero ):
The microcontroller was in charge of sampling the analog signal with its onboard ADCs with a
sampling rate of over 2kHz for 5 separate samples.
JTAG programmer (Atmel ICE ): The Atmel ICE was the physical system used to
programs the Xmega Dev Boards because of the lack of a certain bootloader, or it was wiped.
Bluetooth Module (BLE 4.0 iBeacon UART, Slave UART, BLE with UART, BLE with
SPI): The Bluetooth module passed the filtered EMG signals to the laptop.
3 Electrode to 3.5mm headphone jack (15 EMG/EKG/ECG Cable with Electrodes, 15
3.5mm jacks): This 3 electrode to headphone jack was a well priced product that allowed more
flexibility for electrode placements. The headphone jack provided a simple way to connect 3
signals onto a circuit board.
Initial EMG sensor (1 Myoware, 50 Myoware Electrodes, 2 External ADC): The Initial
EMG sensor was buying an off-the-shelf product and testing how it worked. The Myware was
used with its specialized electrodes. External ADCs were tested compared with onboard ADCs
and since the difference was miniscule, the external ADCs were scrapped in the final iteration.
Prototype EMG sensor (EVAL-INAMP-82RMZ-ND, EVAL-PRAOPAMP-4RUZ-ND ,
AD8694ARUZ-ND , AD8236ARMZ-ND): The OPAMP and INAMP both needed to be tested
on either respective EVAL boards to test whether the circuit worked before creating the final
circuit board.
Final EMG Sensor (5 double-sided FR1 Boards, PCB 0.005” Engraving Bits, PCB
Tinning Solution, MKRZero Headers): When creating the Circuit board, double sided FR1
boards were selected to make layout easier on two planes. The INAMP and OPAMP PCB
footprints were too small with other PCB drills so the PCB 0.005” Engraving Bits were bought
to realize the circuit board on the FR1 boards with the OtherMill. The PCB Tinning solution was
used to prevent the oxidation of the copper on the FR1 boards. MKRZero Headers were bought
to integrate the circuit board to the Arduino MRKZero as seen in Figure 7.9.
Elbow Sensor (Flex Sensor): The flex sensor was planned to be used on the elbow to
measure the bend of the elbow, but was not implemented because of time constraints.
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7.3: Complete budget
Table 7.1: Budget Table
Date

Website

Components

Price

10/26/2017

Amazon

1 Myoware

$41.41

10/26/2017

Amazon

50 Myoware Electrodes

$23.99

11/2/2017

Amazon

BLE 4.0 iBeacon UART, Slave UART

$17.98

11/10/2017

Digikey

2 External ADC

$12.99

12/16/2017

Best Buy

2-in-1 Dell laptop with touchscreen interface

$658.99

12/18/2017

Microchip

Atmel ICE

$113.06

12/18/2017

Duinopeak

15 EMG/EKG/ECG Cable with Electrodes

$86.08

1/23/2018

Adafruit

BLE with UART, BLE with SPI, Flex Sensor

$57.51

1/25/2018

Digikey

15 3.5mm jacks, 2 Xmega Dev Boards

$93.69

3/12/2018

Digikey

Prototype OPAmp Board, INAmp Board
(EVAL-INAMP-82RMZ-ND,
EVAL-PRAOPAMP-4RUZ-ND ,
AD8694ARUZ-ND , AD8236ARMZ-ND )

$79.32

4/10/2018

Arduino

3 Arduino Zeros and 2 MKRZero

$215.15

4/26/2018

SCU
MakerLab

5 double-sided FR1 Boards

$15.00

4/30/2018

Bantam
Tools

PCB 0.005” Engraving Bits

$24.45

4/30/2018

Amazon

PCB Tinning Solution

$23.12

4/30/2018

Arduino

MKRZero Headers

$17.17
Total: $1,480.08
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Chapter 8: Testing
8.1: Types of Testing
Unit Testing
Unit testing was extremely crucial to the development of our product due to the fact that
we must verify the accuracy of our ability to extract and analyze data before moving on to later
stages. As such, we splitted apart the components of our system architecture into separate units
and perform thorough testing on each individual piece. This means there’s a unit for signal
extraction, a unit for feature extraction, a unit for dataset analysis, a unit for forwarding data to
the database, and so forth.
To test the accuracy of our machine learning model, we re-trained and re-ran our SVM
model several times and use 10% of our total dataset to train its accuracy. Everytime we
re-trained our SVM model, we shuffled the data based on a Gaussian distribution. While this was
not the most efficient method, we could not utilize all 720 data points for we would not have any
data left to test our model.
Alpha Testing
Given the nature of our project, it was extremely difficult to perform alpha testing
without tiptoeing around the boundaries of engineering ethics. As such, a lot of our alpha testing
involved around testing the user experience and how to lull the user to train the dataset with their
own unique biosignals so that the system recognizes the user’s gestures
Beta Testing
Again, our beta test will be more so on the user interaction and how to lull users into
training their datasets. But this time it will be with people not participating in the project in hope
of attaining an alternative perspective to understanding possible deterrents to the project.

Digital Testing
While using the arduino’s ADC, we had to make sure we could properly map the signal
using bits. To do this, we put in a known signal into ADC. We put in a 60 Hz sine wave (Figure
8.1) directly into the Arduino’s ADC (Figure 8.2), and got the signal output shown in Figure
8.3. We had to put a 50 Ω resistor across the Arduino input’s and ground to counteract the 50 Ω
impedance that came from the signal generator. The output of the signal is mapped from 0 to
4096 bits, which is a resolution of 12 bits. We decided to test with 12 bits instead of 10, because
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we wanted to see the signal clearer while initial testing. We then changed our resolution to 10
bits to have more processing speed.

Figure 8.1: 60 Hz Sine wave from frequency generator

Figure 8.2: Input into Arduino’s ADC
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Figure 8.3: Output of 60 Hz Sine wave using arduino plotter
Bluetooth
To transfer our data from the microcontroller to our computer, we decided to use
bluetooth because we wanted the unit to be portable. In Figure 8.4, you can see how we attached
the BLE to the arduino, while Figure 8.5 shows the bluetooth unit we were using.

Figure 8.5: BLE Unit

Figure 8.4: BLE attached to Arduino
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8.2 Current Results
Analog Results
The analog results were tested after the circuit board was fabricated and the through hole
components were soldered. As seen in Figure 8.6, the braided 3 wire EMG was connected to the
headphone jack, and also in Figure 8.6. The wires were braided to make sure that noise on one
line would be induced on the other line as well and therefore cancel out when using common
mode rejection on the instrumentation amplifier. The header pins were soldered and therefore
connected the Analog output to the where the red alligator clip was clipped in. An external DC
power source provided 3.3V; the electrode were connected to the wires and the forearm; The
results were tested. First the Right Leg driver electrode was not attached with no muscle flex, as
seen in Figure 8.7. The results show a 60Hz sinusoid with a 484 mV peak to peak amplitude,
which is a large amount of Electromagnetic Interference coming from the AC mains. Next the
RLD was connected to compare whether or not it was doing any active filtering. As seen in
Figure 8.8, the 60Hz sinusoid with a 225mV peak to peak amplitude. Therefore the active filter
worked and reduced the 60Hz noise to 46% of its original value. Finally the muscle was flexed
and the resulting waveform as recorded on the oscilloscope in Figure 8.9. The oscilloscope
showed that the muscle flex changed the waveform into a summation of sinusoids of varying
frequency. Although not seen here, when the oscilloscope was zoomed out, the overall frequency
dropped to 17Hz. The waveforms looked similar to the ones seen in the EMG signals seen in the
Myoware (Figure 4.4) and therefore validated our design of analog amplification and filtering of
EMG signals. There were no detailed performance metrics set for the EMG signal seen. The only
metric was to visually see that an EMG signal was passed through when a muscle was flexed.

Figure 8.6: Results with EMG electrodes to Analog Pin
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Figure 8.7: Oscilloscope of Baseline without Right Leg Driver

Figure 8.8: Oscilloscope of Baseline with Right Leg Driver

Figure 8.9: Oscilloscope of Muscle Flex
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Chapter 9: Development Timeline
9.1: Gantt Chart

Figure 9.1: Gantt Chart
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Chapter 10: Ethics and Sustainability
10.1 Ethics
As an engineer, our goal is to create technology that will improve the life of everyone
living in the world. Advanced prosthetics such as RSL Steeper’s bebionic3 are truly feats of
technology and will change the world. The bebionic3 is dubbed the world’s most advanced
prosthetic arm and has been shown to be fine tuned enough that one of the patients was able to
tie his shoe. However, there are only 250 people worldwide wearing the bebionic3. This is the
ethical dilemma that we want to tackle with our senior design project. We want to make cutting
edge technology, but make it available to as many people as we can through implementing a low
cost design. After all, what good is the most advanced technology if only 1% of the population
can actually use it?
Our project takes us through the design process of engineering a product. Throughout the
process, we discovered the pitfalls of engineering design. In terms of ethicality, one of the
lessons we learned is delivering products that have realistic foundations and are not based on
over exaggerated means. More simply, we have to ask ourselves: Did we create a product that
functions as we have promised? And does it perform well? If we can answer ‘yes’ to both these
question, then we can claim ourselves to be ethical engineers.
Furthermore, through our ethical analysis, we learned that one of the most important skill
an engineer can have is understand the effects that their products can have on the people around
them. The product we envision and hope for is one that can dynamically understand people’s
biosignals (“dynamic” has some flexibility here, after all it’s realistically impossible to cover all
situations) in order to characterize an appropriate output. And I suppose that’s another aspect of a
good engineer; A good engineer has vision and can continue to develop on their vision.
The end goal for our product is a wearable that will be lightweight and non-cumbersome.
We are attaching our product directly to the user, so we must consider the danger of components
that induce electrical currents through a human being. As such, we need to make sure that
anyone who participates in our design process understands the risk of attaching electronic
components to the human body. We also need to make sure that our devices do not malfunction,
potentially inducing a current high enough to be fatal on participants. Perhaps our greatest ethical
challenge is that we need to experiment on living, breathing human beings to acquire data that
will allow us to combat the arbitrariness of biology. As such, we must be mindful of the danger
along that path.
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10.2 Sustainability
Environmental Sustainability (planet)
Our product has many parts to it, all which have to be created and have some impact on
the environment. Here is a list of what we are using in our project:
●
●
●
●
●
●

Lithium Batteries
PCB Board
Wires
Resistors, Capacitors
Electrodes
Microcontroller

Lithium is mined from the earth, specifically in China, Chile, Argentina, and Bolivia. A
small amount of fossil fuels are used in the mining process, which adds to the environmental
effects. They must also be refined and manufactured in plants. After their lifetime, they are
recycled and used in other products.
PCB boards are often made up of fiberglass epoxy resin with a copper foil bonded on one
or two sides. The solder used to connect components onto the boards contains lead, which is
considered a toxic material. Therefore, the solder must be disposed of properly before the board
can be disposed of.
Resistors are constructed out of many types of materials, such as carbon, metal, or
metal-oxide film. Capacitors are commonly made of up aluminium, tantalum, silver, and
sometimes brass.
Microcontrollers are made of a lot of different elements. Silicon is the biggest part, and
creates the junctions in the microcontrollers. There are more chemicals and direct materials
within a microcontroller too. Energy must be used to manufacture the microcontroller and not all
of the parts in it are recyclable.
Social Sustainability (people)
One of the main focuses of our project is non-verbal communication. As someone who is
visually impaired, mute, or deaf, communicating can be a challenge in daily life. So for people
like this, we want to be able to equip them with easy and effective communication. The goal of
our end design is for the device to be a wearable that could easily fit on the arm. We want our
product to be a wearable so people can keep it on at all times as you would a shirt or a jacket. We
have also designed our product to be hands free, as it sits on the arm of a person. This is very
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important because having a hands free design will not hinder the person when they doing
everyday tasks.
On the user side, our goal is to make our product as easy to use as possible. First, our
device should have a fast and easy calibration process. Each person is different, with varying
EMG signals, so there must be a calibration process in the beginning to maximize performance.
Second, our device must be correct. It is very annoying when you are using something and it
does not do what you want it to. Third, our device must be comfortable. As articulated above, we
want people to use it without even know they wearing it. We want it to be integrated into their
lives as an extension of themselves.
Of course, our product will not be very compatible with people who don’t have arms,
because we won’t be able to get any data using our design. However, EMG signals can be used
to control a robotic arm. This could open up a whole new level of prosthetics. Still, the science of
EMG acquisition is still in its early stages, as there just haven’t been many studies in the field.
Since our project is simply extracting EMG signals from the skin, there are no negative impacts
on health and welfare. Our device operates on low voltage and very low current so it is also very
safe.
Economic sustainability (profit)
The Economic sustainability of the Human Keyboard is realizable. Our product will be of
value to adopters of new technology. The human keyboard is a redesign of a mechanical
keyboard by using EMG signals from hand movements to register gestures. Although this
technology is up and coming, it provides a service to integrate body movements to various forms
of communication. The value added from the human keyboard is onboard communication
interface to the digital world. Because the physical footprint of your device is not very big, it’s
cost per unit can be in the range of $50 after the overhead of R&D. At a price point of 75$, we
can continue to refine the process and upgrade different sections of the entire product.
Electronics scale up fairly well, with the price per unit falling steadily when produced in bulk,
therefore the profit can incrementally increase when the demand is available. The economic
sustainability of this product and help invest in future bioelectrical products.

10.3 Environmental Impact
Material Resources
The Materials selected for the Human Keyboard are two circuit boards with resistor,
capacitors, inductors, integrated circuits, and metal conductors. The circuit boards are made with
FR4, which is made of woven fiberglass chopped up and connected with epoxy. Epoxy is a type
of plastic and is mainly derived from petroleum products. Other forms of circuit boards could
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have been selected, like aluminum or ceramic, but FR4 is the most ubiquitous circuit board
material so the use of FR4 would also be lower in price. The mass produced Resistors,
capacitors, and inductors are selected on digikey, which is a reputable seller. They go through
ROHS certifications and make sure that the materials used are not from conflict areas for mine
through unlawful channels. Thin film resistors were selected because of their packaging for on
surface mount soldering. Because thick film resistors use ruthenium, which is difficult to mine in
South Africa, we decided to use TaN thin film instead. Metal conductors use copper and
originally lead, but new requirements in the US are pushing the use of silver solder from
environmental and health reason. Silver is less poisonous than lead.The creation of integrated
circuits uses silicon, dopant from group 3 and 5 elements, photoresist, etching solutions, CVD,
baking, and sputtering. ICs are produced in wafer fab, which are resource and energy intensive,
but result in mass produced chips. There are currently no other commercially successful way to
produce ICs on the market.
The sustainable choices made in the overall design of the Human keyboard were to use
market tested products. We believe that market tested products balances sustainability and
quality into their product at a reasonable price-point. The electronics market is a very huge
industry with many suppliers from the lists seen on digikey. We decided to look for devboards
instead creating an entire circuit board that would require more resources to design and build a
one off board for prototyping.
Energy Resources
The energy resources needed to acquire the raw materials and make the components for
this project depend on industry secrets. The recipe for creating IC depends on what UV light is
shined on the photoresist to create the patterns. The etching can be done with solvents, laser or
etching. Dopant of a certain density is used to pre-implant and implant the substrates. During the
implantation process, the wafers must be thermally annealed in temperature controlled ovens at a
certain temperature for a certain amount of time. The different IC chips use different number of
layers on their board. The size of the gates also shows how many chips can be produced on the
wafer as well. Layers of silicon dioxide can be grown with water and heat. Chemical vapor
deposition is used to lay the polysilicon layers. Metal is sputtered to fill the holes and connect
transistors together. The entire chip package is enveloped with a special type of plastic. All these
processes require energy but each chip’s per unit cost goes down when the number of chips per
wafer can be increased without increasing the failure rates a well. The circuit boards have to be
etched to create the connections between components. Components have to be soldered on.
In terms of energy resources, all that is needed is a USB cable or a lithium ion battery.
The product will run off of batteries or a usb cable. The rests of the energy lies within the user.
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The user must use energy to trigger their muscles to move and thereby triggering the EMG
sensors to detect signals.
For lithium ion batteries, there is a reasonable recycling process. Lithium is mined from
the earth, specifically in China, Chile, Argentina, and Bolivia. A small amount of fossil fuels are
used in the mining process, which adds to the environmental effects. They must also be refined
and manufactured in plants. After their lifetime, they are recycled and used in other products.
Product Longevity and Disposal
PCB boards have small traces of copper, gold, silver, and tin. However, copper is the
only material in a large enough quantity to warrant extraction and recycling. The PCB board
themselves, made up of FR4 glass laminate are unable to be reused and are useless. It would take
a large quantity of PCB boards to get a reasonable amount of gold, silver, and tin to extract, so
this process is usually not done. Even though there is an moral imperative to recycle, the cost to
do recycle PCB boards and their miniscule rare elements is much too high to consider it.
However, some companies incinerate the old boards and use them as fuel to power their
buildings and manufacturing processes. Theoretically, PCB boards can last forever. Usually it is
the components on the boards that break and need to be replaced. However boards can break due
to extreme conditions like very cold or hot temperatures, humidity, or strong vibrations.
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Chapter 11: Future Options and Conclusion
11.1 Future Options
Being largely a proof of concept, there are still many parts of our project that we hope
can be fully implemented as well as numerous features that we believe will better enable our
system to be more robust.
Device Design
Since we aim to have a wearable device that performs a function, we would hope that in
the future, a device would be made. This entails, but is not limited to: [1] hardware integration &
protection from external elements like air and water, [2] portable power supply, [3] full
integration with processing unit and machine learning implementation, [4] biomaterial
characterization, [5] suitable sizes for different arms (one size fits all vs. different sizes), [6]
other biometric analysis for better accuracy (adding additional information sources such as
accelerometers or potentiometers to gain a more complete understanding of an individual’s arm
movement).
Digital Filter
For our digital filter, there are a few improvements that we would do. We would either
change the fourth order butterworth filter to a butterworth Direct Form II to reduce number of
variables held to half. Another option would be to use a Chebyshev II filter, due to its flath
passband characteristics while being faster than a butterworth filter. Lastly, we would add a
digital Driven Right Leg Circuit to digitally counteract the effects of the human body.
Analog Filtering
There are many things that we could do to to improve our analog filtering. They include:
[1] make wider traces for PCB and get it fabricated by a Fab House, [2] shielding for the box, [3]
edit capacitors for INAMP connection Vs-, [4] use X2Y capacitors for precise passive low pass
filtering, [5] possibly change passive filtering from LPF to HPF in the beginning and change out
AREF Pin based on (Kitchin 5-2 to 5), [6] use resistor network smd for better precision resistor
gain, [7] find transfer characteristics for 3 electrodes wire-to- headphone-jack and impedance at
different frequencies, [8] change electrodes used to improve the electrical characteristics, [9]
include better tolerance resistors and capacitors in design.
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Device Use
While our intention was to create a system focused on being able to map EMG signals to
motions generated by a human being typing on a keyboard, we realized that our system can be
expanded to something much greater. There are several projects being done that focuses on
creating prosthetic limbs to replace lost appendages. Several of these project involve the use of
recognizing EMG signals to recreate human motion. A prosthetic limb is a complex device that
utilizes many actuators to recreate complicated human movements. What we believe the human
keyboard can do is to become a replacement of lost limbs but have the user interact through their
environment wirelessly through an ‘Internet of Things’ process. More and more devices in our
everyday lives become wirelessly capable and they visions comes to reality, a device that can
recognize EMG signals and communicate to other devices is a more sustainable product than a
prosthetic limb.

11.2 Conclusion
In this project we designed a system that extracted the EMG signals on a person and
remotely communicated it through BLE technology. Through Machine Learning algorithms, we
were able to achieve a high accuracy recognition of 95% which is beyond that of typical devices
in the same market that our system would exist in. This was accomplished through repetitive
testing. However, as seen in the Future Options section, Analog Filtering can be improved by
filtering out more 60 Hz noise while increasing the Common Mode Rejection. Using balanced
electrical components with tighter tolerances can increase noise suppression and reduce
sensitivity in the filtering op amps. Digital Filtering can be improved by increasing the order but
reducing the number of variables held in memory with Direct Form II. The sharper cutoffs
produce cleaner EMG signals for the Support Vector Machine Model to work with. With cleaner
data, the SVM should have a higher percent of success. Also, further increasing the number of
data points used to train the SVM model will continue to help stabilize the accuracy swing of the
model. Overall, we hope the full integration of our system into one robust device will help usher
in a new age of wearable devices that further our perspective on user interactions and the
connection between our devices and our environment.
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Appendix
Appendix A: Arduino ADC and DMA Code
**Most of this code was taken from user manitou48 on github**
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Appendix B: MATLAB Digital Filtering Code
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Appendix C: EMG Data .csv/.xlsx files
These files contain EMG data of different movements for different muscles. We acquired
these files from the BioRadio that we used to get data with, and then exported the EMG data into
.csv files. We converted from .csv to .xlsx files to use in MATLAB/Python for testing.

Figure A: Example of raw EMG data for a finger extension motion (Source: BioCapture by
Great Lakes Neurotechnologies)

Figure B: Example of .csv file of a given motion. Columns 2 through 4 represent different
muscles. Column 5 represents cycle markers (Source: BioCapture by Great Lakes
Neurotechnologies)
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Appendix D: Python Code for Support Vector Machine
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Appendix E: Python Code for Graphical User Interface
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Appendix F: Python Code for MySQL Backend
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Appendix G: Python Code for PyGATT Backend
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